Cookie policy
Dear User,
Watertech spa uses cookies on its website, wtmeters.it, to personalise and facilitate the user’s browsing
experience. This cookies used by this website are covered by the two categories specified by the Italian
Data Protection Authority under the general regulation on the use of “Cookies” of 3 June 2014, to which it
adheres to the requirements regarding information and need/method of obtaining consent. In particular,
this notice represents the full version of the short banner text already visible by the user upon connecting
to the home page of wtmeters.it.
Based on the aforementioned regulation by the Italian Data Protection Authority, this website uses:
“Technical cookies”, that are strictly necessary for the functioning of the website or supply of a service
specifically requested by the user. This category of cookies includes Analytics used to collect
information, in aggregated form, on the number of users and on how they visit the website. The user’s
consent is not required in order to use this type of cookie, except where users expressly refuses for one
or all technical cookies.
The user is informed that not allowing technical cookies may make it impossible to use the Website, view
its contents and take advantage of related services. Preventing the functionality of cookies may mean
that some services or certain functions of the Website are not available or do not work properly and the
user may be forced to change or manually enter certain information or preferences each time the user
visits the Website.
As regards cookies sent directly by the Website administrator, as well as through the procedure made
available in this page, the user can block or delete (entirely or partially) cookies also using the specific
settings on their own browser (in this regard, please see the details provided above).
The user’s choices of cookies on this Website are recorded in a technical cookies, whose characteristics
can be found in the table below. These cookies may not in some circumstances function correctly: in
these cases, we advise the user to delete any unwanted cookies and prevent their use also by means of
their own browser settings.
User preferences with regard to cookies will be reset when different devices or browsers are used to
access the Website.
The table below shows in detail all the cookies installed by this website:
Types of
cookies

Owner

Technical cookies

Technical

Watertech

ASP.NET_SessionId

Analytical

Google

_ga

Records a unique ID used to
generate statistical data about how
the visitor uses the website

Analytical

Google

_gat

Used by Google Analytics to limit the
number of requests

Function and purpose
Keeps track of the user in the
various website pages

Expiration
dates
Browsing
session
2 years
Browsing
session

